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intelligible, though it involves one great difficulty which prevents its being accepted in full. It depends on personalities rather than political principles and, largely on that ground, has been dismissed as worthless.
The key position was held by old Sir Harry Vane, the king's secretary and his spokesman in the Commons. He undoubtedly hated Strafiord: he was accused of wishing for a dissolution on personal grounds, because he was afraid that the Commons would attack a mischievous monopoly from which he drew much profit: he was soon to join the opposition, and, incidentally, to earn its contempt. It was his duty to lay the King's proposals before the Commons. After a long argument in Council, Strafford persuaded Charles to ask for about a million and a half pounds: to ask more, Strafford believed, would be to court refusal. Vane" was given his instructions according to Stafford's opinion. Next day Vane arose in the Commons and asked for well over two millions. It is possible (though there is no scrap of evidence) that the King and Vane had had another meeting and decided to throw over the Council's opinion. Even now the Commons did not regard the sum as impossible. Glanville, Buckingham's old enemy, begged them to grant it, with tears in his eyes. Discussion arose, some thinking the amount excessive, some disliking a bargain with the King over ship-money, some wishing to include in the bargain the King's ancient right to make counties pay " coat and conduct" money—that is to provide food and clothing for the militia. Before discussion was ripe, Hampden rose to move for an immediate answer, yes or no, to the King. Hyde, convinced that this was a dishonest move to force on a deadlock, proposed further debate until the minor issues were dear and, meanwhile, a vote that the House intended to grant the King some money. While some members cried for Hampden, some for Hyde, Vane rose to say that debate was useless: the King would have his full demand or nothing ,at all. The House adjourned still undecided, and

